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Taking Flight High Into the Sky
Prepare for takeoff! Next week marks the annual rocket competition, and NASA needs your 

help! As stakes are higher this year, so is the competition. Last year, our team, the Rocketeers, was 
runner up and we would like to take home the top prize this year. However, we need your help to 
construct a series of rockets that will travel the highest altitude!

Project Tasks
Develop a team of three other junior astronauts to construct a series of four rockets of differ-

ent lengths. You will be using the blueprint and procedures last year’s team developed in order to 
design your rockets. it is in your best interest to modify the design plans in order to construct a 
rocket that goes even higher than last year’s winning team! After testing your team’s rocket series, 
you will use the data to create another rocket in order to achieve the maximum altitude possible. 
However, because this is a competition, you must meet the parameters of this event. These speci-
fications and restrictions are:

• The diameter of your rocket must be a quarter inch.
• it must be made of raw materials including: duct tape, scotch tape, packing tape, cardboard, 

paper, foam nose cones, foam sheets, pipe insulation, glue, and so on.
• Students competing must construct it.

To do this project, complete the following steps.

1. Reflect and discuss the following questions within your group before you construct a rock-
et. Brainstorm your ideas in the appropriate space in the “Brainstorm ideas” table to guide 
your thinking throughout the process.

 w What factors influence the altitude a rocket travels?
 w How can this experiment be controlled so some variables do not skew data? Remember 

that you will be constructing four different rockets, so how can you control this process 
in order to control variables you do not want to influence the results?

 w in what ways can you construct a series of rockets that are exactly the same, except for 
the mass and length?

 w How do you think mass and length will affect the altitude and time of flight of the rocket?
2. Develop a series of four different rockets with your group (see Building a Rocket steps in 

this document).

3. Measure and record the mass and length of each rocket on one of its respective fins and 
in your data tables.

4. Test each of your rockets three times and record the time of flight of each one in the ap-
propriate column in the data table.

5. On graphing paper, graph your results to analyze and compare the length of the rocket to 
the mass of the rocket.

6. On graphing paper, graph your results to analyze and compare the length of the rocket to 
the average time of flight for the rocket.
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7. input your data onto a classroom Microsoft Excel spreadsheet (or graph) or onto the Data 
Analysis app on the classroom iPad.

8. Using the classroom data, compare the two graphs to draw conclusions about the rockets 
and answer the following questions.

 w What factors influenced the altitude each rocket traveled? Justify your answer.
 w in this experiment, it was not feasible to measure the altitude the rocket traveled. How 

could you determine which rocket traveled the highest?
 w What factors influence the flight time for a rocket?
 w identify the outliers in your data set, if necessary, and describe what you think occurred 

during the testing of each groups’ rockets. How could these factors be addressed to 
change our results if you were to perform this experiment again?

 w Analyze the length versus mass graph. What is the correlation between length and mass? 
Explain your reasoning. How can you develop a mathematical equation to fit the data?

 w Analyze the length versus time graph. What is the correlation between length and 
mass? Explain your reasoning. How can you develop a mathematical equation to fit 
the data? What does this tell you about the relationship between length of the rocket 
and the flight time?

9. Using your team’s data and the classroom’s data, modify the original procedures to opti-
mize the length and mass of a rocket to achieve the maximum altitude possible. This will 
be the rocket you carry to the NASA competition next week! Good luck!

10. Lastly, prepare a brief presentation documenting the data you collected during your origi-
nal tests. in addition, include a brief description of how you modified the original design to 
optimize the length and mass of the rocket to achieve the highest altitude possible. Be sure 
to display your final rocket to the class! You may utilize any approved type of technology 
to present this portion of the assignment to the class. 

BRAINSTORM IDEAS
Data 

ROCKET NUMBER MASS OF ROCKET LENGTH OF 
ROCKET

TIME OF FLIGHT 
(SECONDS)

Attach your two graphs to this document.

Conclusions
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Building a Rocket
1. Cut a sheet of drawing paper to meet the length specifications of your rocket. You will 

need to create a rocket that is 45 cm.

2. Using a quarter-inch PvC pipe, roll a sheet of drawing paper into a tube to make the paper 
more flexible.

3. Unroll the paper, and perform step two again.

4. Place the sheet of paper onto the table and place the quarter-inch PvC pipe onto the edge 
of the paper (the width side). Roll one time, and place glue on the edge of the backside 
(this edge will be able to stick to the side of your paper that is facing up as you roll the 
rest of the paper into a tube).

5. Put glue all over the upward-facing side of the paper.

6. Carefully begin to roll your paper into a tube, making sure the ends are even as you do so. 
Also, make sure that you roll the paper tightly to make a snug fit around the pipe.

7. At one end of your rocket, take a six-inch strip of duct tape and place it around the end of 
the tube (line the duct tape up with the end of the paper, and do not cover the end of the 
rocket).

8. Repeat step 7 on the other end of your rocket.

9. Starting at half of the width of the duct tape on one end of your rocket, use clear packing 
tape to secure the ends of the paper along the length of the rocket (or roll, where the paper 
ends), stopping at midway on the piece of duct tape at the other end of the roll.

10. Repeat step 9 until your rocket is completely wrapped in clear packing tape. Smooth out 
any wrinkles or air bubbles.

11. Next, cut a small foam circle that is the same diameter as 
your rocket.

12. Cut a one-inch square piece of duct tape and place the foam 
piece in the middle of it.

13. Using a pair of scissors, cut a slit from the corner of the tape 
square to the foam circle (do this for all four corners).

14. Place this piece of tape and foam on the rocket to cap off 
one end. At the slits you cut in the corners of the tape, fold 
the tape down onto the rocket body.
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15. Take the foam nose cone and place it on top of the end of your rocket you just capped off.

16. Then, take a piece of duct tape and tape half of the rocket body to half of the foam nose-
piece.

put tape here

17. Place your fins at the other end of your rocket.

18. Using the foam sheet of paper, cut four fins like the bold shape below. Make sure you 
measure each fin. 

19. Using the hot glue gun, glue the four fins on the bottom of the rocket (the longest side of 
the fin should be glued to the rocket body). Try to use the same amount of glue on each fin 
and be consistent among the construction of your other rockets. Also, leave a little space 
(see picture) between the bottom of your fin and the bottom of the rocket.
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Scoring Rubric

1
SIGNIFICANT 
REVISION 
NEEDED

2
SOME REVISION 
NEEDED

3
PROFICIENT

4
EXCEEDS 
EXPECTATIONS

Objective 1: 
Students will 
construct 
a series of 
rockets to 
determine 
the optimal 
length and 
mass in order 
to obtain 
maximum 
flight time.

The learner does 
not attempt to con-
struct a series of 
rockets or develop 
mathematical mod-
els to determine 
the optimal length 
and mass in order 
to obtain maximum 
flight time. in ad-
dition, the learner 
does not create a 
new rocket for this 
project.

The learner con-
structs a series of 
rockets, with several 
errors or flaws, or 
the learner does 
not construct a full 
series of rockets. 
The learner does 
not or inaccurately 
uses mathematical 
models (graphs) 
to determine the 
optimal length and 
mass of a rocket to 
obtain maximum 
flight time. The 
learner does not at-
tempt to use his or 
her graphs to build a 
new rocket.

The learner con-
structs a series 
of rockets. The 
learner also devel-
ops mathematical 
models (graphs) 
to determine the 
optimal length and 
mass in order to 
obtain maximum 
flight time. The 
learner creates a 
new rocket, but 
does not do so 
according to the 
specifications de-
termined from his 
or her graph.

The learner 
constructs an 
outstanding series 
of rockets and 
uses mathematical 
models (graphs) 
to determine the 
optimal length and 
mass in order to 
obtain maximum 
flight time. The 
learner also creates 
a new rocket 
according to these 
specifications.

Objective 2: 
Students will 
determine 
factors that 
influence 
flight time 
by creating 
a graphical 
representation 
of data.

The learner does not 
identify factors that 
may have influenced 
flight time. Likewise, 
the learner does not 
display a graphical 
representation of 
data, includes an 
irrelevant or inac-
curate data display, 
and does not at-
tempt to discuss its 
content during the 
presentation.

The learner 
identifies at least 
one factor that may 
have influenced 
flight time. The 
learner also 
displays a graphical 
representation of 
data with errors 
and somewhat 
attempts to discuss 
its content during 
the presentation.

The learner com-
municates at least 
two factors that 
may have influ-
enced flight time. 
The learner also 
displays or dis-
cusses a graphical 
representation 
regarding the data 
collected during 
the presentation.

The learner clearly 
and effectively 
communicates at 
least three factors 
that may have 
influenced flight 
time. The learner 
also supplements 
a correct graphical 
representation 
of data to 
demonstrate, 
communicate, and 
support her or his 
reasoning during 
the presentation.
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